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EDITORIAL 

YN tJNDERHILL, undoubtedly one of the deep think

ers of today, in writing of recent efforts to create anew interest 
in Theistic Religion, says, "The attempt to reconcile the out
looks of religion and of science has resulted in a religious 
naturalism which leaves unsatisfied the deepest cravings of 
the spiritual consciousness. These cravings can only be met 

by a philosophy which shall include and give meaning to those dim yet deep 
experiences of the soul, those flashes of transcendental feeling which are of 
the essence of personal religion; and shall link those experiences with its 
doctrinal embodiment. Man asks for something which shall look beyond the 
superficial explanation of psychology and shall harmonize the mystical, in
tellectual, historical and institutional aspects of man's spiritual life. . . . 
There does seem to be a need for a simple exposition of the principles of 
Theism." 

The more profound the thinker, the more clearly does he see the fallacy of 
:- eliminating Divinity from actuality. Religious Science in its strictest sense 

is but an inquiry into the nature of the spiritual influx through all things 
and a study of its diversified forms as expressed in creation. It is a discovery 
long since conceded by all foremost students of metaphysics that the most 
efficacious power (Truth) for healing is the spiritual concept of this all-per
vading quality of Divinity rather than mere psychological interpretations of 
correlated laws of suggestion or hypnotism. The fact that Divinity partakes 
of the propensities of infinitude prevents its susceptibility to finite or intellec
tual comprehension. Thus it is that enlightened ones of the ages have advised 
constant search for those emanations which alone feed the soul, at that point 
within man known as "The secret place of the most high," reached only 
through meditation,-knowing full well that he who deliberately seeks, awaits 
and contemplates the highest form of enlightenment,- will never be in 
danger of losing sight of the reality of the Theistic order of the universe nor 
want for its harmonizing effect. 
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THREE PATHS TO KNOWLEDGE 


art! thr.::e EOUTCes through which knowledge comes to 
us; scietlL-e, opinion and intuition. Science is "an exact and 
systematic statement or classification of knowledge concern' 
ing some subject or group of subjects." Opinion is "a con' 
clusion or judgment held with confidence but falling short 
of positive knowledge." Intuition is a .. quick perception of 

truth without conscious attention or reasoning ... knowledge from within; 
instinctive knowledge." Instinct is defined as, "a natural impulse or propen' 
sity that excites animals, (including man) to the actions that are essential to 
existence, pre..-ervation, and devdoFment.·· Thus science is knowledge reduced 
to law, built aro\L,d ct!nam prin.::iples, v;-hicit true experience has correctly 
deduced, not concluded, but actually demon...'trated. Anything in the category 
of science may be demonstrated, else it is not a science, but an opinion. 

Intuition is that subtle faculty through which we directly perceive truth, 
without going through any process of reasoning whatsoever. Pure intuition is 
knowing without reasoning. That instinct which tells the animal where to 
go for food, water and shelter, is intuition in the animal. The instinct, inherent 
in the animal, brought to the level of a self-conscious mind, (which is what 
we mean by human consciousness) is intuition. Therefore intuition is in' 
stinct consciously known, while instinct is intelligent guidance unconsciously 
known. They are two different levels of the same perceiving faculty, While 
the animal, having no self-conscious life, is directed almost entirely by instinct, 
man, who has evolved beyond the animal, brings part of his instinct to his 
self-conscious mind and knows in part, at least, intuitively, But while man 
knows in part by intuition, he still functions largely through unconscious 
instinct. 

Philosophy is our idea about the knowledge which science proves, and what 
we sense through instinct and intuition, plus the opinions gathered through 
human experience. Between that which science proves and that which the 
spirit of man but dimly perceives, lies a great field of opinions, which con' 
stitute the greater part of our philosophy and religion. Most of our philoso' 
phies and the greater part of our religions are opinions, which mayor may not 
be true, since they have not been reduced to scientific or demonstrable 
knowledge. 

MEDITATION FOR SATURDAY~ SEPTEMBER 1st 


The Perfection of My Being is now known to me. 


"2 Page 27 
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Philosophy is our idea about things in general and in part. Religion is our 
belief in God or Gods. Hence, we have a philosophy of religion and a phil
osophy of life. Since science is definite knowledge which is supposed to be 
free fu:m opinions. we could not truly say that we have any philosophy 
attending it.. But we can say that some philosophy preceeds any and all 
science. and th.n l:r;tnition is prior to philosophy, for our philosophies and 
the fundamenttl ~ of all s::ience must exist in the mind as subjective im
pressions before eva :WI into the realm of intellectual perception. We 
must always CO!l5iw th.n fu-s: fa...-clty of the mind which can perceive, under
stand and analy-...e. 

Before there could be a sci~ O£ a mind 'With whidl, or through 
which to perceive, analy-...e, induce or deduce any given fact, there must have 
been a perception of the possibility of that science forecasting, through the 
intuition, its probability. The faculty of intuition directs the scientist in his 
investigation, whether he be aware of the fact or not. 

We could not perceive anything unless it were first in mind or intelligence, 
for we cannot get something out of nothing. Before the fact the thing 
must be in mind, but since there are plenty of facts outside the present scope 
of our mentalities, it follows that there must be a first mind in which the 
potentiality of everything pre-exists. We may call this "first mind" a deeper 
realm of our own mentality, or we may speak of it as universal mind. The 
true impartation of this "first mind" to our mentality is intuition. Intuition 
comes first as a perceiving faculty, then opinion, experimentation and observa' 
tion draw a conclusion; next science proves, demonstrates this conclusion, giv
ing us facts based upon inunutable and ever present laws. In this way all 
knowledge comes. 

Religion, which is our idea about God, and philosophy, which is our idea about 
life, constitute the two great branches of human opinion and' are the true 
handmaidens of science. 

We are used to thinking of science in exact terms and any science is accurate 
only in so far as it is reduced to exact laws and understood principles. As we 
have reduced our knowledge in any science to a definite understanding and 
conscious use of the law governing it, why could we not reduce true philo, 
sophic intuitions to exact law. This is the object of Religious Science, to reduce 
philosophic and religious perceptions to the knowledge of exact law, founded 
upon a scientific principle. 

In the main all religions are true relative to their fundamental principles,-the 

MEDITA.TION FOR SUNDAY, THE 2rid 

I am free 10 expre" only ,he Good. 


41 ,Page 96 
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belief in a universal God and a universal goodness. As an intuitive perception 
the religious impulse-the essence of religion-is always true, but because of the 
dimness of our intellect and because of our experiences these intuitive per' 
ceptions must pass through our opinion before they become religious. In this 
way the fundamental truth of rdigion itself, strained through the channel of 
different opinions, divides and subdivides itself into various branches, giving to 
the world a multiplicity of religions, all of which are founded upon some 
definite truth. The tremendous vitality of this fundamental truth is evidenced 
by the fact that religion is as permanent as the rock of ages, it always has 
been, is, and always will be,-but she will forever be changing her coats, 
dressing in a new hat and putting on new sandals. 

Religion itself, the instinctive, intuitive perception that there is a God, a 
Universal Presence, ",,-ill never for one moment be violated. This perception 
comes with us. we do not know why or how, and because everyone believes 
in and instinctively knoI.vs there is a God, all religions receive a hearing, be' 
cause all are partly right:. But half-truths can commit as many crimes as are 
committed in the name of liberty . .And S) people often fall under the illusion, 
not that there is no God, but that God is a human being. 

If the true and intuitive perception of God, native to every living soul, could 
be kept undefiled from human experiences and opinions, we should always 
have a religion of truth. But when false opinions and false experiences dis, 
color intuitive perception, they produce intellectual difficulties, philosophic 
impossibilities and religious absurdities. 

Now it is our business, as Religious Scientists, to view the whole gamut of 
human opinion, philosophy and intuitive perception and from it deduce an 
accurate Science of Religion and this is no small undertaking. 

We must consider the faculties of the mind, which are superior to all other 
faculties and without which there could be nothing, no science, philosophy or 
opinion. Traditional spiritual experiences are often employed to prove a point 
because they are found to tally with life. In every man's mind there is a 
belief in God. This is the highest intuitive perception we have, and is a 
universal one, hence it must be true. We start then with this fundamental 
premise that God is and as we know God only through the mental faculty. 
we must conclude that God is Intelligent Mind or Spirit, a Universal Presence, 
pervading all space and inter'penetrating all things, whether they appear to 
be animate or inanimate. Science proves the existence of this all embracing 
intelligence. 

MEDITATION FOR MONDAY, THE lrd 
K_ing that there u but the One Power. mr uni"erS8 

_maim nothing but Cood. 

tJ 1 ' Page 47 
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We have established the fact that there is a Universal Mind or intelligence in 
everything. through everything, behind everything. Experience proves that 
particular things change, hence, we are correct in saying that within an Infinite 
Intel1igena: which never changes there is an eternal change taking place. This 
v.'ill au::ount for time" space, experience and evolution. 

Within this Infinite Mind we exist, we have our being in it. Since it is every
where., we not only exist in it, but it flows through us; hence we account for 
our (JIIJ;"ll minds and for that Universal Mind common to all people, the medium 
of all ~aht and action. 

Since we cannot conceive of any existence external to a perceiving mind. we 
say that everything starts in mind and mind finds its fulfillment in form; 
hence we account for creation. All creation takes place within an Infinite 
Mind, of which our individual minds arc but innumerable channels for its 
expression. This mind must work through accurate law from cause to effect, 
hence we say that once an idea exists in mind, it will inevitably take form in 
fact; consequently the deduction that thoughts are things, that ideas take 
tangible form, and that mental states produce logical results. 

From these foregoing conclusions the entire philosophy of Religious Science 
is built up. Our mind, being the mind of God in us, partakes of the creative 
life which is inherent in God and in man alike,-not two minds, but One. Our 
intuitive perceptions, plus the greatest vision of opinion, informs us that this 
Universal Mind is perfect, good and limitless, and that could we always see 
and know as It sees and knows, we should have no limitations, and in so far as 
we are able to consciously unify with this mind, our deduction is proven by 
actual demonstration. 

At the present stage of our evolution, and with our present mental capacity, 
we but dimly see the reality underlying all things. Hence, seeing only in part, 
we live only in part. But the greater life lies stretched before us in unbroken 
fields of eternal continuity and it is impossible for any man to measure the 
reachings of his own future; that future already known to the intuitive per
ception, from whose high tower of spiritual illumination the wise have ever 
proclaimed to the-otherwise: BEHOLD! 

As the scientist takes the eternal energies of life and causes them to do his 
bidding, so we wish to use the energy of mind and spirit for definite purposes. 
One might ask if this is right, and the answer is that if it is right to use any 
energy, then it is right to use all, provided, however, that we use them in a 
constructive manner. 

MEDITATION FOR TUESDAY, THE 4th 

The Spirit within me ;. Self Knowing Perfection. 


t;l4, Page 136 
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The energy of mind, like other natural forces, must be ronsciously used. The 
science of mind is definite and subject to laws like all other sciences. First we 
must realize that we are surrounded by an All· Knowing Spirit, which is First 
Cause,-the reason for everything. This Spirit in us, is us. By reason of this 
Spirit being the "first mind, ~ and being in us, we have access, through intuition, 
to an intelligence which knows all things. 

However, ~"e must be careful not to ronfuse an intuitional impression with an 
already ronceived opinion. We avoid this mistake by subjecting all impres' 
sions to the rule of reason, knowing that pure Spirit, being the reason behind 
all, is ever reasonable. Pure Spirit, being natural goodness, cannot wish or 
will, harm. It cannot do anything that hurts, for It vrould only harm Itself 
in so doing. It is a perfect unit and cannot be divided against Itself. Subject· 
ing our impressions to such rules as these, we arrive at rorrect ronclusions. 

q The rorrect ronc1usions will always reduce things to their ultimate values 
and vrorking from this basis will always produce harmonious effects. 

If our lives are not harmonious. then v.-e are not thinking straight, ronsequently 
we are misusing the highest and 6.nest force known, the natural energy of 
mind. The thing to do is to think straight and the resulting effect that follows 
will be harmonious. But thinking straight is not easy and it may take a long 
time to acromplish the desired mental attitude. 

We have learned that constant thought, definitely conceived and specifically 
used, has a neutralizing power over its opposite mental states and can erase 
them. This is the scientific use of our mental powers. A thought of love 
neutraliz;es one of hate; the thought of good, that of evil; the thought of 
plenty that of limitation. 

The mind back of all is perfect and can produce only perfect results. It is 
our business to mould our thinking after the highest pattern of perfection that 
we can ronceive. All thought is some energy, but harmonious thought has 
far more power than disrord and will neutralize it. 

In working out the science of mind we should remember that thoughts are 
things with real tangible life and power behind them. As yet, no one rom· 
pletely knows the energy back of correct thinking, because, as yet, none thinks 
correctly. As we now live only in part, so we think only in part. But enough 
is already known to guarantee the remainder and we may rest in the assur' 
ance that we are on the right track. 

The Science of Mind, like other sciences, is in its first stage of unfoldment 
and is still subject to much further deduction and more rorrect ronclusions. 

(Concluded on page 36) 

MEDITATION FOR WEDNESDAY~ THE 5th 

All thousht i_Sed through my mind is 01 Divine origin. 


'1, Page 144 
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CASTING OUT FEAR 

By ALLAN M. WILSON 

\\l1-..cr.!' ~ is AUTOUnded on every side by beauty, there 

is r....~ tlw;t is divided: 

'The hl:er£Si of tr.A dnch is below is that which is above; 

FOT ererything is~; tlwI% w1tidJ is below is flOUring 

b+..a 1M i'rMgir...ttioft of ~ tlw;t (Iff 1ICidtout ~Iedge. 

-Frtrl an Early Olristian Hymn. 

all emotional disturbances which generate the many ills 
and discords of human experiences and relationships, fear is 
undoubtedly the most prolific. Many of our most dreaded 
diseases are the objective manifestations of fear-thoughts, 
consciously or unconsciously held in the mind of the indi
vidual or of the race. Apparent inability to cope with 

external conditions, also, is usually traceable to some form of fear. Since this 
is trult. that person who can overcome such emotions and who can cast from 
out his mind all apprehensions of approaching danger will assuredly be 
healed in mind, body and environment. 

Few know to what an extent fear governs their emotions ,thoughts and actions. 
Even those of us who profess to believe in the omni'presence of the Good, the 
True and the Beautiful, are still beset with fears of many descriptions. Even 
though they be relatively unimportant ones, yet it well behooves us to eradi, 
cate them from our minds. Some day, no doubt, we shall succeed in doing so, 
but as yet we are not perfect; and until that state is reached where only trust 
remains, we must continue to be ever on guard against the adoption of new 
fears while we attend to the extirpation of the old. The fears of mankind 
are various and foolish: various because man has "sought out many inven
tions" and foolish because there is no reality behind the objects feared. 

All fears are the products of the minds of men,-never of the mind of God. 
So far as the individual himself is concerned, his fears are partly self-con
structed and partly the result of early training, education and mis-education, 
experience, direct and race suggestion, and theological bias. He came into 
this world, probably, amid a host of fears of pain and death. Later, in dutiful 

MEDITATION FOR THURSDAY, THE 6.h 

I realize that Health is an omnipresent reality and that it i& 


ROW manilutinB in me• 

• 1 and 2, Page 145 
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compliance to the fears and expectations of his elders, he "caught" the usual 
childhood diseases. As he grew- older, he accepted the "fact" that he must 
suffer a greater or less number of adult diseases and accidents, then old age 
and senility, and, finally death. In between there are an almost infinite num' 
ber of special fears to hinder him in the enjoyment of a spontaneously free 
life: fears concerning the effect of the weather and various foods upon his 
bodily health, fears of failure and poverty, fears of public opinion, fears of 
ridicule, fears of making mistakes, fears of loss of property, fear of sudden 
death. If he temporarily forgets his many apprehensions to engage whole, 
heartedly in pleasures of the moment, there are usually plenty of other cau' 
tious souls about to remind him of the evils and dangers which lie just around 
the corner. For a great portion of mankind, their every v;.'aking moment is 
hedged about with fears, apprehensions of e-ri1, pe:»imisms, dreads and mar' 
bidities. 

The ideal human life is one completely free from all discord and all fear, 
one in which every moment contributes its full share of joy and harmony 
with never a thought for the moment to follow. This must be the life in' 
tended for mankind by its Creator. The One Life expresses Itself in and 
through the life and experiences of the individual. Since it is undoubtedly 
true that the One Life can have no desire for any but pleasurable thoughts, 
emotions and experiences, we cannot attribute our fears to It. Every fear 
must be and is, in greatest truth, the creation of our own minds. If they are 
exclusively our own, if their causes lie within us, then it is to ourselves alone 
that we must look for emancipation. That which has bound us can make 
us free. 

We have been imprisoned too long in a dungeon of fears,-a dungeon which 
we have constructed about us with our own hands. Each man is his own 
jailer and has the only key for his cell. This key is the key of understand, 
ing. Our fears are the products of our ignorance and only knowledge can 
dispel them. If you will analyze all your petty fears,-and they are all petty,
you will find that they all represent a phase of man's dread of the unknown. 
We fear only that about which we know little or nothing. The history of 
man's fears is the history of his ignorance. It is probable that the fears of 
ancient man were no more numerous than those of this age, but they were 
different. As the unknown was pushed further away, as man's mental horizon 
became wider, old fears dropped from his mind, yet there has always been an 
unknown to fear. Many of the old fears now appear ridiculous because we 
have learned that there is no basis in fact for them. We no longer fear a 

MEDITATION FOR FRIDAY. THE 7th 
My thought made me sick and my thought can heal me. 

I deal with First Cause. 
q 1, Page 146 
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personal devil nor monsters of the deep nor the evil eye of a witch. Our pres' 
ent stage of knowledge and understanding will not permit us to do so. And 
in the light of a greater knowledge, mankind's present fears will and do 
appear just as foolish. 

When \'t'e kam the tmt:h of an object of dread, we no longer fear it. Reason 
finds nothing to fear; fear is but a blind emotion. Knowledge of the truth of 
any object or ~ produces the emotion of love,-never of fear. The 
individual ih..-ays ~ the 00jects of his true understanding because his under, 
standing causes him to pc:cetve and .9I!n!i1e the 000d of unity a:isting between 
himself and the d:>ject. T rt:!e ~ includes a. compre.bension of under, 
lying causes which, vilien \'t'e pe:r~ them., are found to be the sune as the 
underlying calL"CS d our uwn oeje...-ovt: manifestation. Knowledge, then, is 
iove,-and, conversely, love is knowledge. Since ignorance is the opposite of 
knowledge, and therefore, the opposite of love, it is fear; and fear is always 
ignorance. Jesus taught that perfect love casts out fear; but we cannot love 
that of which we have no knowledge, so that knowledge must precede love 
or, at least, co/exist with it. 

What is this knowledge which casts out all fear? It is the knowledge of the 
true nature of ourselves, of the universe and God, and of our relationship to 
Him. If we would destroy our fears and begin to live in the kingdom of 
happiness, we must seek out the Truth wherein there is nothing to dread. 
If we know that all there is, including ourselves, comes out of the One and. 
is that One expressing its divine nature, how can we fear anything? In two 
ancient papyri discovered at Oxyrhyncus and translated by Grenfell and Hunt, 
Jesus is recorded as having said: "The kingdom of heaven is within you, and 
whosoever shall know himself shall find it . . . . know yourself and ye shall 
be aware that ye are the sons of the Father." If we really believe amI not merely 
profess to believe that we are sons of the Father, "gods and children of the 
Most High," if our whole being responds to the intellectual perception of 
our true spiritual nature, we have banished all fears, great and small, forth, 
with; and from thenceforth we shall "live in the house of the Lord forever." 
We, who are engaged in the never'ending study of Truth, accept the fact that 
everyone creates his own heaven or hell in exact conformity with his ideas of 
what is true; we also believe that the kingdom of heaven is an ever'present 
reality. Why do we apparently fail to experience this kingdom? Because 
when we consciously affirm the Good we often unconsciously deny it as related 
to our own lives. The sole remedy is a persistent education of ourselves, and 
the only teacher we shall have will also be ourselves. Even when we take 

MEDITATION FOR SATURDAY, THE 8th 

The all-encompassing wisdom of the Eterruzl Spirit ill noUl 
guiding and directing me• 
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instruction or mental treatment from those more wise than we, yet we can 
only receive as much as we will take. 

Fear is conceived in a belief in duality: a belief that there are two universal 
powers, one good and one evil, or a belief that there is an inimical power 
in our lives exerted from \'I.cithout and over which we have no control. If we 
would be rid of fear, we must expel such beliefs forever. We must reason 
with ourselves until we accept without qualification that there is only one 
Power, that It is wholly good and that It resides within us and is us. We 
must reali~ our unity with the whole of the universe and ......ith the One Life. 
We must see the Spirit in all things and in all persons. "Raise the stone and 
there they shall find me; cleave the wood and there am I also.~ In so realizing, 
we must seek to adopt ourselves to the Whole,-we cannot shape the universe 
or God to ourselves. Seek the guidance and in.::'·piration of the Spirit on all 
occasions. Turn the light of reason upon your fear:s and dreads, banish them 
all from your mind, and then maintain the attitude of perfect trust in all 
things. Cast out hate. for hate is only fear, and when one hates another he 
but hates himself. Be not prideful nor falsely superior, for, even less than the 
man Jesus, can we be anything of ourselves alone. Anger and selfishness are 
also but evidences of fears,-fears of condemnation, criticism and loss. And, 
above all, if you fear death, know that there is no death; Life is self-existent 
and this stream of individual consciousness which is you cannot cease to be. 
The fear of death is as much a phantom of the imagination as the old fear 
of perdition. 

Leave all your fears behind you today. Resolve now to trust the One Life 
that is manifesting Itself as you and which will forever sustain you in plenty, 
in health and in happiness if you will but let It. When we know that there 
is but one Power throughout all Creation, expressing Its divinity in every 
object, every person, every circumstance, we find nothing of which to be 
afraid. Only the Spirit acts and only the Spirit is, whatever the appearance 
may be. View all things and all persons as favorable to your individual good. 
Dedicate your activity and your desires to the extension to all of the Good 
and the True. Be passively receptive to the guidance of the Spirit, but be 
positively active in your thought and action that they may reflect the reality 
of an ever-expanding Creation. The door of escape from all fear and the door 
to the kingdom of complete happiness is the door of reason and understanding. 
"Knock and it shall be opened unto you." 

* * * * * 

MEDITATION FOR SUNDAY, THE 9th 
The perfect Life of Goil i. now my Ii/e. 
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~ A. B. C.'ts of the Ph. D.'ts 
FOSTER ~ 

THE PB.'ETR.ATING POWER OF SPIRITUAL INSIGHT, which ac' 
companies true me:otal 'MlIi:. often supplies the key to the subjective cause 
back of a coodit::ioo.. '" '" '" .. .. 

WHAT WE MEAN BY SPIlUTUAL EXPERIENCE, has nothing to 00 
with the field of psydnc ~. cr rerea:n::h ahlg tim line, but tRnsc:ends 
all idea of psychic pheoome:na. .....-iIhoot darying it.. We wi5h to emphasi.7.e 
the distinction betv.'eell spirit communication and spiritual experience. 

.. .. .. . .. 

PHYSICAL DEAlli IS BUT A PROCEDURE IN EXPERIENCE on the 
march of progress in Life's Parade. 

* * .. '* .. 
IN PASSING OVER THE ROAD OF EXPERIENCE, use good judgment; 
turn down the lane of Truth, which leads through the avenue of Enlarged 
Vision, where the street lights are never dimmed. 

.. .. .. '* .. 
THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION SHOULD BE DEVELOPED, 
it simplifies work, aids memory and tends to efficiency. Confusion of thought 
is caused by inability to concentrate. 

.. .. * ... 
DO NOT ALLOW FEAR OF COMMERCIAL COMPETITION to rob 
you of your stability of purpose. 

.. .. .. '* .. 
RECOGNIZE THE FACT-that a mistake is but a false gesture. 

.. * .. '* .. 
DROP THE WORD "Problem,"-problems suggest groping in the dark; 
illuminate your system of thought, clarify your vision until the light shines 
through all material conditions. 

* .. * * .. 
MAKE LOVE, KINDNESS, and LOYALTY more than mere words in 
your vocabulary. .. .. * .. .. 
BEFORE GNING A TREATMENT prepare your mind for your work by 
realiZing the boundless, deathless, perfect, satisfying, complete and all'em' 
bracing atmosphere of Divine Love. The force of your work based upon this 
foundation will accomplish its purpose. 

MEDITATION FOR MONDAY, THE 10th 

Words 01 Divine Truth alone are spoken br me. 
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THE MESSAGE OF SELF..EXPRESSION 

By EMll.Y G. Mo\R.SHALL 

Along with Lfe comes Love ahoWing in her hand 

Cfhe burning symbol of the flame; 

Consuming all before her less than perfect. 

She stops at naught and with a gladsome smile 

Bursts into Song Celestial! 

She ~noweth, Ah! full well, that 

Her's the Secret is of Life's eternal spell. 

and Love are synonomous; "More life, more love," the 
poet's song rings loud and ciear,---the Love that knows the 
Father Heart within himself as nearer than the throbbing 

'il~pul.se; the Love that thrills and warms the life of him who
I: seeks to love. Love, the key, unlocks the door to immortality 

~~~!!!!!!!~~ where only he who finds the naught of all experience with 
terror fraught, can enter in. Love is of God's consuming fire; burns out the 
dross; removes the chaff; leaves but the wheat, so clean and sweet, blowing in 
the breeze. 

The eternal cry of the soul is for Love. The world is hungry, well,nigh to the 
point of starvation, for Love. All are seeking the self, same thing, but how 
pitifully few are honestly looking to the place where Love really is. Let us 
see what the "Message of Self,Expression" endeavors to bring out as an axi, 
omatic conclusion regarding "'The Greatest 'Thing in the World." 

The Axiom of Love reads as follows: 

"SINCE THE SELF IS ALL THERE IS, IT MUST BE THAT THE 
SELF IS LOVE, AND LOVE IS THE KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE 
OF UNITY." 

You who have followed the articles in the "Message" up to date, have noted 
the persistent hammering on the one idea which delivers all ideas to the seek, 
ing soul. This idea is the establishment of the Self within. To know this Self 
is to be One with the Self, but the bare knowing is not enough. We may say 
that knowledge is power, but what would it avail us if there were no use made 
of the knowledge. The knowledge of the Self,-in other words, the unity 

MEDITATION FOR TUESDAY, THE 1lth 


Within me there is a power of Infinite Understanding now 

perceiving Truth about all things. 
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with the One God Within-is nothing until It is practiced in one's daily life. 
'The one who really loves really lives, and sees his God in all others. A story 
is told of a Persian prophet, who, when asked by one of his students how he 
could lave 1lIII:1£.m people. replied, "I neither look up nor down but straight 
into the eyes of an men and:find my God there, looking back at me." 

Sooner or lattr ~ , leamiug process must be adopted by each sincere student 
of Truth. A hoase~ "Will have to take place,-our possessions must be 
accounted foe and the: _ouble_ pIaa:d in the discard. 'The axioms. in their 
intelligi'!llt US£, will 00 this -rt fo£ the stndI:ot in the quickest possible way. 
Automatically one"s ~ cbanges and no <JIIlIt3idr !IqlS ll1l2d be aken at all. 
The process of elimination, vre:!l ~~ to one an enthusiasm and 
inspiritedness far a.1:xm:: and beyond any human conception. No pettiness in 
any form can enter into the mind of the one who is really seeking the Great 
Love buried within the heart of every man. Everyone is doing this everywhere, 
consciously or unconsciously, as the case may be. 

"Love is the greatest thing in the world," and you must believe, dear student. 
that this means your world. You alone have the power to turn on the love
light in your eyes. If you are truly seeking Love, you shall find Love, but 
not as we have regarded it in the past. Love is no longer a willy-nilly affair,
no longer sentimental tommy-rot. Love is an actual 1{nowledge of your God
a practice of the Presence of your God, daily, hourly, yea, every moment of 
your life. 

It is not an easy thing to define Love, for Love will not be defined. Love can
not be bound or limited. Love is absolutely free and frees the Beloved in all 
ways. God Is All There Is and God is Love, therefore, Love Is All There Is. 
One may deny it over and over again, but it is only the restricted idea of 
Love which is scoffed at, mocked and derided. That which one looks for in 
another is just exactly what one sees. We read in the Ancient East Indian 
writings of the "Lord of the Look." Why not adopt some of these ideas and 
appoint yourself as such a one, seeing no one outside of yourself as less than 
perfect. Suppose they do appear in your world-What of it? They only 
come to be redeemed and renamed in your own mind. Watch your ideas on 
the outside. Guard well the idea of Love. Be sure of what you mean by Love. 
It is a marvelous subject to meditate upon; the writing of a short treatise, after 
your concentration, shows you just where you are in consciousness regarding 
love. Expression, or the pressing out from within, is the Way. Write out 
some definite thought about Love each day and then note in a month's time 
how you have grown in your conception of just what Love means to you. 

MEDITATION FOR WEDNESDAY, THE 12eh 
This eh/Zt I Am perceive3 perfectly the Reality of my BeinB_ 
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Jesus the Christ announces to each and every soul: "That ye love one another 
even as I have loved you." He came into the world, not to destroy the world, 
but that men might be saved from the bondage of their own ideas. Whose 
world does this refer to? Yours and mine. No one is left outside except by 
his own volition. Think on these things. They will deliver to you an interest 
so keen. so dynamic and powerful that the law of attraction cannot fail in 
its ful611ment. 

Love never separates. Love is always one in the nature of Itself, which is to 
be loving. The Love, the act of loving, and the Beloved, are all One in God. 
Love sees no evil-hears no evil-sees only good-only God wheresoever It 
lends its attention. After a time in one's ongoing, one sees through events 
which appear terrible to the layman and realizes just what is taking place. 
The student will actually welcome the tests, knowing that he, and he alone, 
can take all of the accumulated infests back into his mind actually delivering 
them to the fire on the altar of his soul. burning them back into the nothingness 
from which they came. 

Love is indivisible-cannot be divided into or by. We may entertain different 
degrees of love, such as the love of the dog for his master-the friendly love
the mother love for her children-but the greatest of all on this plane is the 
love between man and woman. Together as One, they find their God as 
Love and prove the immortality of That Love within their own hearts. Love 
cannot hurt another. If it apparently does there is a further clearance of ideas 
to be accomplished. Love is unchangeable. Love is eternal. All the Power 
There Is is in the knowledge and practice of Unity. Listen to the word 
"Unity." To-One,I,Tie-To,One,I,Hold. Having forsaken all else, the One 
All, Knowing, All Love is ever present. We may enthrone Joy, Happiness, 
Beauty, Inspiration, Life and all qualities of good in our consciousness, but 
we shall always find that the foundation of all these is LOVE. 

Unthinkable-unknowable-undefinable is the power of Love. It is an actual 
flame which kindles in the heart a conflagration which is the outpouring of 
God Himself. It just is! Perfect is the Love of the two who are in love, making 
them one· pointed, single'eyed, filled with light and understanding, first for 
one another, then for all others. Love carries with it a light that lightens the 
Way for many a wayfarer struggling to loose the fetters which bind him. The 
individual in love has health, wealth and happiness well established. 

Love is absolutely pure, there being nothing with which It can be adulterated. 
Love is wise and never condemns, knowing that condemnation is death. Love 

MEDITATION FOR THURSDAY, THE 13th 

All that I Am and all that I contact is Self existing Cood. 
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alv.-ays understands. Love will not imagine other than its own essential nature. 
Love will never doubt. Love sees only the Beloved One no matter where he 
may look. Love sees only It's own reflected image. 

Now it is the privilege of every soul to raise a standard of Love far and above 
the average concept of it in the every,day world. Look for your Love where 
it really Is-within your own consciousness, waiting for you to make the actual 
contact and bring it forth.. Fall in love with LOVE and you will note in a 
short time the God Love appearing in your outer experience. It is promised 
you that the Love for which you are 35king is oommensurate with your under, 
standing. Touch the magic of your Self as quidly as possible. There are no 
favorites with God,--each one has the same cha.nce.. This Self whkh Is Love 
Itself is gloriiied, sanctified, illumined and holy; beyond all fear of every nature. 
It will never fail you nor forsake you and " ...ill objectify in your environment, 
if you are working correctly. Use your Axioms faithfully. They will do the 
work if you do yours. Never become discouraged. Be true to your self. and 
your self will be true to you! 

And so we say, "Love more each day,-love the rocks, the trees, the animals, 
man, and God Himself within the heart, your heart." Love will return unto 
you one thousand fold. Declare to yourself: LOVE IS ALL THAT I DE, 
SIRE FOR MY WORLD. MY WORLD LOVES A tOVER AND I AM 
THAT. MY WORLD IS PEOPLED ONLY WITH LOVE IDEAS FOR 
I SEE, FEEL, AND HEAR ONLY LOVE. LOVE ETERNAL IS MINE, 
NOW, HENCEFORTH AND FOREVER. Ask for a CLEARER VISION 
DAY BY DAY TO MANIFEST GOD'S WORKS; AN UNDERSTAND, 
ING HEART FOR ALL WHO CALL FOR HELP; AN UTTER REN, 
DERING TO THE SPIRIT SOURCE WITHIN; A PEACE WHICH 
PAS SETH UNDERSTANDING; A JOY, DISPELLING EVERY DOUBT 
AND FEAR. Put your own feeling into these words and KNOW THAT 
YOU ARE ONE WITH GOD, ALL THE LOVE THERE IS, YOURS 
FOR THE ASKING, BELIEVING. Stay with the word "LOVE" and 
live with IT. BE IT! YOU ARE "THAT I AM THAT I AM." 

... ... ... ... * 
IJ Faith in the inner life develops the ability to make use of higher forces and 
powers, and provides the tools with which to work. Faith is a positive mental 
attitude, but not an aggressive one. It is positive because it is sure. It is not 
will power, but knowing power that counts. . 

... * ... ... ... 

MEDITATION FOR FRIDAY, THE 14,h 

I JlQW rea'ue that the Life and Love Df God eternaUy mrmileat ehrDueh me. 
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FROM THE SIDE LINES 

By SIMS G.'\R.FlELD 

people spend their lives standing high and dry on the 
shore of life dabbling timid toes in the waters and trembling 
with apprehension lest they get really wet. What has be
come of the spirit of the Crusaders, Pilgrims, Argonauts
those brave souls who jumped into experience up to their 
necks and doubted not at all that their God VIJOuld take care 

of them? That spirit seems to be confined to Byrds and Lindbergbs of today. 

(j The mere spectator of the drama of life enjoys but a pale shadow of exist
ence. True, he may keep out of trouble but in so doing he misses that expe
rience which he may need to de...-elop a good strong soul; the sort of a soul 
that will lift him above the ordinary fears and inhibitions and build for him 
a well-rounded character and individuality. Only through many objective ex
periences will the varied angles of the great subjective power be brought into 
play thus unfolding to man the conviction of the marvelous possibilities of 
life's drama. We may not like the scene which by lifting the curtain we have 
exposed, but we can always drop the curtain again and change the scene. 
Ofttimes these hesitating ones are those who unconsciously have come to fear 
the result of their dramatizations, therefore they go to the other extreme and 
endeavor not to take part in the drama at all. Their fear is a direct result of 
lack of understanding and will never be eradicated except through experience 
since a fixed state, whether in consciousness or anything else will not change 
of its own accord. Their fear in this sense is in direct opposition to the Divine 
plan and is productive of inhibitive tendencies which invariably carry penalties 
much greater than those which could possibly accrue from participation in 
life's drama to the fullest extent. Away, then, with timidity! Let us plunge 
into the stream of life knowing full well that we shall never get beyond our 
depth. Mistakes we shall make in plenty, if we are active, but in rectifying 
these we shall learn many a valuable lesson; acquire experience which will 
expand our consciousness as no amount of reading or onlooking can ever do. 
To give a concrete example: A friend of mine remained aloof from life for 
years. He declared that he was perfectly happy in his home, which was like 
a little museum, his garden and his books. People said, "Fred certainly takes 
life easy,-he is a lucky dog." But after Fred had crammed the house with 
objects of art and the garden with every conceivable plant and flower, he began 

MEDITATION FOR SATURDAY. THE 15th 

Divine Intelligence within me now creates all Though, constructitlely. 
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to be bored and finally he became ill. Urged by friends, he went to Wyoming 
and returned some months later with a bride who seemed about as unsuitable 
as rould Vld.l be imagined Had they remained in Wyoming, Fred's disillu' 
sionment ViOUld have been less complete. Against the background of the ex' 
quisite little home the bride took on quite a different aspect. But there was 
goOO stuif in:Fred ~ in the girl he married. In a year's time each had learned 
from the other l!l.21ly things essential to the development of his particular in' 
dividuality. Fred b::san to tU.:e ;a. healthy interest in the affairs of the day 
where formerly his t:boug;bt had been too largely a.bstract. From his wife he 
leamed to enjoy riding and S'Ji'lmmi:ng and t£nDis, and the a.erc:i.se made a 
hale and hearty man of him. 1be l:ride ~ a real intere:st in Fred's 
possessions and in his hobbies, into v;b.idJ. it g;m: lrim the kr:enest delight to 
initiate her. She subdued her o,er,free speech and ways and in a surprisingly 
short time became very well mannered and well groomed At the end of the 
year newcomers in our little circle, never for a moment suspecting what a 
calamity the marriage had seemed but a few short months before, found 
Fred and his wife just another delightful couple. One day in a burst of con' 
fidence Fred said to me, "When I first returned from Wyoming I thought I 
had made a mess of my life, but the 'unfortunate marriage,' as I know you 
must have considered it, has turned out fine. I now reali~e that June was the 
ideal wife for me. She shook me out of my lethargy,-I am fully awake for 
the first time, and if I ever amount to anything it will be due to her." 

Now let us examine this situation. It was not by chance, we know, that Fred 
became ill. Due to the ease and order of his life, power continually ebbed away 
from him for there was lacking that element of conflict which nature seems 
to require in order that energy may be generated. Fred was too comfortable, 
too well cared for; all his desires were too easily fulfilled. He had become 
inert, but within him was that wonderful life principle,-that instinct toward 
growth and expansion, which, if the nature be pure, will not be denied. That 
protective instinct within him recogni~ed that what Fred needed was the very 
antithesis of the life of ease and luxury he had been leading and it was 
doubtless this instinctive knowledge of his need that made him amenable to 
the suggestion of going to Wyoming. There, June typified for him (again his 
subconscious instinct at work) health, vigor, interest in and eagerness for life. 
How right that instinct was we have seen in the denouement. June needed to 

be transferred to an atmosphere where her mentality would be called upon to 
grasp many new things. Here is a point which we must note: if Fred and June 
had not been ready for this experience it would not have come to them; they 
had, in fact, earned it. Truly,--experience is but the greatest of rewards. 

* * * * *' 

MEDITATION FOR SUNDAY. THE 16th 
Divinely conceived,-Divinely I live. 
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A MEDITATION 

"B eSt ilIa n d K now" 

By Ea. ....EST S. HOLMES 

is healed by knowing perfection. Poverty is healed by 
knowing abundance, by realizing one's unity with the eternal sup

l\i:-."""""iIIa ply; v.ith that universal nature, which spills itself over everything, 
runs through everything and is in everything; God expressing Himself in and 
through His perfect creation. This is true of power; power is not an entity, 

.	but is a state of consciousness resulting from the union of peace with poise. 
The day will come when the belief in a material universe will be rolled up 
like a scroll and numbered with the things of past experience. But power will 
remain unchanged by this passing. Real power is seIf-existing, self-propelling, 
self-operating, self-expressing, and self-perpetuating. It is God. Man exer
,cises this power to the degree that he lives in conscious union with life. 

By the presence of p:nr;er, weakness disappean; as darkness vanishes in the 
presence of light. There is DO struggle in the process. It is what might be 
termed inactive action. "Be still and know." This is the real secret of success, 

. right action invariably follows right knowing. The Spirit Itself never moves 
yet aU movement takes place within It. The individual ego remains quiet in 
the midst of external confusion, and when the mind is receptive, comes forth 
into de1inite expression. This reality is approached only through peace and 
poise. The road of reality leads to a citadel of strength and the pathway of 
peace to a home of harmony. We come to that place which is "the secret 

. 	place of the Most High" as we approach it in perfect confidence, with en
thusiastic recognition, receptive expectation and unconditioned abandonment. 

fJ Peace is the power at the heart of God; God is the reality hack of all things. 
One should spend much time communing with his own soul. Those wishing 
to acquire a spiritual consciousness must become acquainted with reality. No 
direct methods or formulas can be given for this practice, but suggestions 
toward its attainment are in order. First, do not try to take confusion back 
into peace, for the two do not meet. If you wish peace, go into the silence 
of your own soul, the only place where it may be found. Do this by centering 
your thoughts on peace with the direct purpose in mind of dropping every 
confused state of consciousness, leaving behind all discord and mentally rising 
to that place in thought where confusion has no existence. 

As we approach peace from this angle it enters our consciousness, flooding our 
mentality with calm and poise; then it is that we may consciously turn to 
any apparent confusion and say, "peace be still." 

* * * * * 
MEDITATION FOR MONDAY, THE 17th 


Truth alone is seen by 'hilJ Divine Mind thinkin, throu,h me. 
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Treatment to be Used During 


SEPTEMBER 

C'II ... 

FOR HEALTH 

I am therefore perfect even 
as God's Life which I am, 

is perfect. 

FOR PROSPERITY 

'The universality of wealth is 
complete and abundance now 

prevails in my affairs . 

..fi 

MEDITATION FOR TUESDAY. THE 18th 
Af oil time. 1 see, sense and e.xperience the AII·Perllading Good. 
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TWELVE LESSONS 

IN THE 

Principles and Practice ofReligious Science 
Compikdby 

EL~'"EST S. HoLMES and Zn.PHA MAIN 

LESSON IV 
Consciousness 

the :first three lessons we endeavored to lay a broad, :firm 
foundation for the rest of the course., and while "foundation" 
is not exactly "building proper," still it must be recogni~ed 
as none the less essential C'..onsequendy we urge that no 
one try to go on from here without that groundwork. These 

are signi:ficant, first, because a study of the physical 
aspect of the mind's working clearly shows that our actions are but the out
come of the Life Principle within us seeking expression, and second because 
they irrefutably show the method we must follow if we would experience a 
freer, richer expression of life. The activity arc-stimulus, interpretation, 
resultant action-leaves no doubt as to the supreme position of our thought. 
That the idea (interpretation) is the crucial point is shown both by the natural 
tendency of an idea to act itself out and by the relative secondary importance 
of external stimuli. From our knowledge of the process of expression we con
clude that the rules of practice are: Seeing no obstruction, having conclusive 
grounds for belief, and actively expecting. In a word, the method is self'con
viction or belief. Hence, if we would heal our body or change our condition. 
we go about it by trying to effect a change in our belief, for according to 
the laws of our nature, our belief is what we inevitably act out. 

Expression must take place in accordance with the laws of the physical mech
anism, and however much more we may learn in our study, we shall still need 
to conform to the prime requisite of belief. Our familiarity with the process 
of expression is of particular value, in that it enables us to feel more detached 
from it, shows our position to be one of control, gives us a greater sense of 
freedom, makes us realize that anyone may use this knowledge to improve his 
.condition. In this connection we would say, however, that the method of 
presentation which we have chosen is not, of course, the only one, nor is it 
necessarily better than any other. Nevertheless, we feel sure that the present 
method of developing the subject, being based on tangible, pertinent facts, 

MEDITATION FOR WEDNESDAY, THE 19th 
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\'I,'ill tend to give a logically progressive, coherent understanding. Thus in 
taking up the subject of consciousness, we are leaving the activity arc as a 
relationship O£ sequence of cause and effect, to study it now, not as explaining 
the process of ~ but rather, as revealing the link between the physical 
and the IX)Q-physical 

THREE MEA..'\."'ISGS OF CONSCIOUSNESS. While having a certain 
underlying commoo srg ll jliOrrr, there yet are three distinct uses of this word 
that we may v.-ell CODSider. Ikidy. 0"l0<rin0snes& means (1) the state of being 
conscious, (2) the awa.re:ness cf D:tIif! putic:ubr object. state. agency. or in, 
fluence, (3) the a.ggregate of o::ns......~ ~ in l1. sTngIe org.mism O£ group. 

CONSCIOUSNESS AS THE AGGREGATE OF CONSCIOUS STATES. 
Going back to the activity arc of the nervous system, v.-e recall that there is a 
lowered resistance between synapses that have been much used, and also, that 
there is a storage of energy from impulses that have not yet been acted out, 
hence there is always more or less activity in the brain. This is significant, be' 
cause "activity in a given region reduces resistance in the synapses leading to 
it" (Adams). Hence there is a pulling or attracting force exerted from the 
inside, on the impulses that are started by the external stimuli. In other words, 
there is not only a "push from behind," but also a "pull from ahead," which 
we distinctly noted in our study of the successive steps of the process, saying 
then, that it is the "attention, attitude, purpose, desire, and conviction" that 
really determine the direction of the impulses. Now we may note that back 
of these is our "consciousness," for our attitude, purpose, etc., partake of 
the same nature as the sum total of our states of awareness. Consciousness in 
this sense is psychologically spoken of as "content of consciousness," and at any 
given time is largely an "unconsciousness," i. e., we are aware of the total atti' 
tude, but not of the component parts. Consciousness as the "aggregate of con' 
scious states" is a lifetime accumulation, yet at any moment it may, of course, 
be changed in nature. And, indeed, from day to day it is never quite the same. 

CONSCIOUSNESS AS THE AWARENESS OF SOME PARTICULAR 
OBJECT, STATE, AGENCY. The being aware of some particular object, 
state, is of course the unit or component of the "aggregate of conscious states." 
In this sense also, consciousness varies considerably with the individual, for 
what we are aware of largely depends upon the content of consciousness. More 
than that, what we are aware of depends upon the present development of 
our powers of perception. In this respect we find not only an individualistic 
variation, which may be considerable and yet cannot be said to be fixed or 

MEDITATION FOR THURSDAY, THE 20th 
The Perfection in All is now revealed to me. 
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insurmountable, but also a genus variation which is extreme and apparently 
impassable, yet in fact not clear cut. Thus, there is Simple Consciousness 
in animals, while in 'man the typical status is Self-Consciousness, that is, man 
is not only conscious, but he is also conscious that he is conscious, There is, 
similarly, a next step indicated, which is called Cosmic Consciousness and 
which we shall consider in a later lesron. At the other end of the scale con
sciousness narrows &Jwn to what is commonly spoken of as Atomic Intelligence. 
The interesting thing to note in these so-called "levels of consciousness" is that 
they arise from a variation as to how much the organism is aware of and are 
really not a variation in consciousness as such. 

CONSCIOUSNESS AS THE STATE OF BEING CONSCIOUS. Con' 
sciousness in this sense needs no description, for everyone has immediate 
knowledge of it. Everyone knows what it is to be conscious. But in its last 
analysis, who can explain it.. Asked that:" it seems that all we can say is simply 
that "it is." Consciousness as ..the aggregate of conscious states" is ever 
changing, ever growing; and as "the awareness of a particular state" it may be 
more or less; but as ·'the state of being conscious" it simply is. To better appre, 
ciate this, let us consider the phenomenon of sensation, which is defined as 
a modification of consciousness. We all know what sensation is, but how 
describe it, e. g., how describe the sensation of smelling to anyone who had 
never been able to smell? And so it was from this and other considerations 
that Royce concluded that sensation is the real enigma of psychology. Like' 
wise with consciousness, it is but we cannot explain it. Nevertheless, we study 

I 
I it with profit, for it is truly of prime significance, first because it is the essential 

factor to choice, and second because it so definitely posits the self as mental. 

.1 THE NON-PHYSICAL CHOOSING SELF. Going back to the activity are, 
we recall that when an impulse reaches the cortex it either follows the habitual 

'\ pathway or it takes a less used one if the attention, purpose, etc., so require. 

f; This action is explained by the fact that the idea of the end proposed arouses 
thoughts (unconscious, through habit) of the movements necessary to the re'II suIting action, i.e., there is an activity in the brain region connected with the 
motor response which obliges the action to follow. This gives us the process 

Ii
II of choice. And we would now note that while "content of consciousness" 

influences choice, yet we cannot say that it ma1{es the choice, for if that wereIi
·1 so the direction of the impulse would take place automatically and we would 

II not be conscious of anything but the resultant action. Well, then, what does 

t: make the choice? Is it consciousness as "the state of being conscious"? Hardly, 
,I
II for that is merely the prerequisite to the choosing. No, it must be that there 

I,1\ 
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is 9Jme volitional agent back of these. And so it is that we r~ the self 
as this non'physical choosing principle. Summed up, we would say, the brain 
receiws nerve impulses; consciousness as "the state of being conscious" passes 
these OIl as SI'flS2tion and ideation; the content of consciousness presents the 
possibilities of actioo (and in habitual acts automatically determines the re, 
suIting action); and ioaIIy. the mental self weighs the possibilities and chooses 
among them. 

The action of choi.:e is ~ imIohed. Indeed, choice is a big subject, 
and we have tried to gitt s:xnc idr:as on it primarily because its dependence 
on consciousness gives us a t:rue ~ of that indescribable something 
called the "state of being conscious..~ 

CONSCIOUSNESS AS VIEWED BY Th."'TROSPECflON. Exact and de
tailed as is our knowledge of the transmission of a thought impulse, it is yet a 
fact that an examination of what we are conscious of shows that almost the 
entire process is unconscious. For example, the sun is shining in my eyes and 
I decide to pull down the shades. What I am conscious of is the sensation of 
light, the feeling of unpleasantness, the decision to pull down the shades, and 
lastly, that my body is moving to execute that decision. What I am not can' 
scious of is the action of the nerves carrying in the impulse, activity in a 
certain region of the brain, action of outgoing nerves, movement of the par
ticular muscles used in executing the decision. In other words, examination of 
what is taking place shows that what we are conscious of, is the situation to be 
acted upon, the decision, and the resultant action; what we are not conscious 
of is the whole process itself. Similarly, examining "reasoning," which at first 
thought seems such a conscious procedure, we find practically the same thing, 
that is, it consists of a series of "jumps" toward a set purpose. In short, what 
we do is set the problem, and the proper thoughts come to us. Or, as William 
James puts it, "it thinks." 

But what if the solution does not "come to us"? Well, it does-if we see no 
obstruction, have conclusive grounds for belief, and actively expect it. In this 
connection it might be added, however, that often we have our attention so 
fixed on something that loo1{s like the means or the way to the solution that 
the proper answer cannot "come to us," and thus it is that if we turn our 
thought to other things or "sleep over our problem" we find that there is fur~ 
nished us clear and certain the way out. 

CONSCIOUS AND UNCONSCIOUS. The unconscious nature of the: 
thought process is very obvious when traced in detail this way. Furthermore~ 

it is not entirely new to us, since our study of the physical process of expresr 

MEDITATION FOR SATURDAY, THE 22nd 
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sion SO clearly showed that our part is principally to set the goal; the doing 
is in the process or law, or to use the thought previously developed, ideas act 
themselves out. Our purpose in this lesson. however, is not so much to show 
the inevitability of a change of condition following a change of belief, nor is 
it to impress us with the natural ease and freedom from strain that should 
be ours, but rather, while both these ends are served, our present study is pri
marily intended to give us a proper view of the conscious and unconscious 
aspects of mental action. 

UNCONSCIOUS AND SUBCONSCIOUS. Psychologically, unco~ous is 
used to mean "not conscious" in the sense of not being capable of being made 
conscious, as in the case of the transmission of a nerve impulse. It is most 
frequently u5ed in referring to organic actions of the body, but as we have 
seen, is equally applicable to the thought process. Subconscious means literally 
"below consciousness" and is properly used to :refer to what has been a con
scious 5tate and may again be called into consciousness. We would particularly 
use it to describe "content of ronsciousoess.... And we may here recall that 
consciousness in this sense takes in 'held up' ideas, inhibited ideas, transferred 
impulses, compound ideas, in fact, everything-the ideas that have been acted 
out, and, of course, those that have not. Thus it is that subconscious is so often 
used to describe mental causes of which we are not conscious and indeed never 
have been in the form in which they are working. Summed up, the important 
point to note is that while content of consciousness is subconscious, yet the 
mental action involved is unconscious. 

THE ACTION OF MIND IS DEDUCTIVE ONLY. As in our study of 
the process of expression we saw that the whole resulting action is a deduction 
from the idea, so now from the fact that our conscious part is only a series of 
setting new purposes we are again impressed with the essentially deductive 
quality of the action of mind. And we conclude from our study that by its 
very nature, mental action can only be the working out of the purpose or idea. 
In other words, it is entirely deductive. It never chooses, but always proceeds 
to work out the idea exactly as the content of consciousness permits. Our 
whole study has shown this to be so and we may further consider that if this 
did not obtain we would be living in a chaotic universe, e. g., we might decide 
to eat, but instead lie down and sleep! But no, mental action can never reject 
the idea, for it is not an entity, it is a law. It is the way mind works, and 
that way is deductive. We may add, however. that the action of mind should 
not be confused with the uses to which that action may be put. In other words. 
given the final goal, the steps taken to reach it may be by either the inductive 
or deductive methods of reasoning. 

MEDITA.TION FOR SUNDA.Y, THE 23rd 
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HYPNOTISM. That the action of mind is purely deductive is well brought 
out by hypnotism. In this phenomenon, which is itself the working out of an 
idea or suggestion. the successive steps of objectivity or consciousness do not 
occur as they do in ordinary thinking and acting. Hence, the suggested idea 
is not interpreted according to the consciousness. but rather is accepted with, 
out interpretation and then acted out in exact detail, drawing from the content 
of consciousness the material necessary for its execution, but, of course, draw' 
ing only that, for 'without coosciousoess there can be no choice or interpreta, 
tion that was not set by the suggested idea.. Hence there is no altering of 
purpose and the idea has a free field in which to act itself out. Hypnotism 
excellently illustrates that the mental process goes on unconsciously to execute 
the purpose set, and it also shows that for best results there must be a clear,cut 
purpose and a free field for action, i. e., no counter idea to neutralize or alter 
the purpose, which is so often the case in our ordinary thinking. 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND. In taking up this subject, the things to note are, 
first, that there is only one mind; second, that there is the content of conscious, 
ness; and third, that the action of mind is unconscious, i. e., we are not con' 
scious of it. Weighing these things, we would say that subconscious mind is 
unconscious mental action, premised on the content of consciousness, but as 
we shall see later, not always limited to this. And, of course, we recognize 
consciousness as containing also the instinctive urge to life and to a greater 
livingness. Subconscious mind is really subconscious mental action. Its won' 
ders we shall continue to study, but let us keep in mind that it is really the 
action of the one wonderful mind we are. 

OUR THREE,FOLD NATURE. Summed up, we recognize that there is 
conscious mind, subconscious mental action, and the physical result. In other 
words, we discern "the thing, the way it works, and what it does," which 
applied to our subject is "mind, the way it works, and what it does," or we 
may say the self, the law, and the resulting condition. Thus we have posited 
the thinker or knower as "the thing," subconscious mental action as "the way it 
works," and the physical reaction manifest in form, as "what it does." This 
three' fold nature of ours is also spoken of as spirit, soul, and body, and some' 
times as spirit, mind, and body. But if we understand the facts, we will not 
be confused by terms, though of course a more uniform nomenclature would 
facilitate study and will probably come into use as we more fully comprehend 
our true nature. In conclusion, let us repeat that there is the conscious mind 
which chooses or wills the subconscious mental action, which is subjective to 
mind, and as a result of this mental action there is a physical rertion which is 
manifest in form. 

* * * * * 
MEDITA.TION FOR MONDA.Y, THE 24th 
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THE MADONNA OF THE CHAIR 
By HELEN VAN SLYKE 

the Pitti Gallery in Florence there hangs a picture which Haw' 
thorne described as the most beautiful picture in the world. Whether 
we quite agree with this warm praise or not, practically all admit 

that it ranks well to the fore in the list of the world's greatest and most beau, 
tiful paintings. The Madonna of the Chair is remarkable for several reasons. 

It is, first of all, an outstanding example of grouping perfectly adapted to the 
allotted space. To arrange three figures in the foreground of a circular space 

in such a way that the result bespeaks grace and repose and not a sense of 
crowding is the work of a genius,-and this Raphael unquestionably was. 

He painted the Madonna of the Chair while he was in Rome engaged on his 
decorations in the Vatican, between the years 1510 and 1514. 

MEDITATION FOR TUESDAY, THE 25th 

All my ideas are Dil)inely inspired. 
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The picture is one around which a legend so persistently clings that we are 
bound to believe that it has a foundation in truth. The story goes that near 
Rome there dwelt a beautiful girl who was the daughter of a vine' dresser, and 
that it vo-as her custom each day to carry food to an old hermit who lived 
nearby. lfu tiny hovel stood in the shadow of a mighty oak tree, and the 
old man's love for: t::be: beautiful tree was second only to his love for the beau, 
tiful child who daily ~ U(Xl!ll him. A storm destroyed his hut one day 
and he found refuge in his beloved tree. Before his death he prayed that 
the world might al,,-ays honor and lINe the maiden and the tree. 

The scene changes now and we find ~ 'Wa.Ik::ing at twilight: in the streets 

of Rome. A beautiful sight caught his a.rt:istic eye,-a. moc:her seated in the 
window of her home holding her babe clo:e to her brea....q:, while her elder child 
(the St. John of the picture) leaned lovingly against her knee, Looking about 
for something upon which to sketch the scene, Raphael took the top of a 
wine'cask which chanced to be close by. Thus the prayer of the old hermit 
was granted, for the Madonna of the picture was none other than the vine' 
dresser's daughter, and the wine'cask was a part of the once beautiful oak. 

There are for us, it seems to me, three beautiful lessons to be gleaned from 
the painting and the legend connected with it. Raphael scorned not the wine' 
cask, but used the material at hand, and thereby retained in mind the picture 
that has charmed the world. The Madonna of the picture is an Italian woman 
of his own time dressed in the commonplace clothes of the women of his day. 
He found it unnecessary to transplant the scene to Bible times. And in the love 
of a human mother for her child he makes us reali.ze anew that we cannot 
separate the human from the divine. Divinity is made manifest through 
humanity; the human is and must ever be divine. 

UCbt (:brt~t Wftbin 
I, if I be lifted up, 

Will draw all men to me; 
Tis I, the Christ Within, 

'That spealteth now to thee. 

Yea, 1, the Christ Within, 
Proclaim anew my birth,

Loolt unto me and be ye saved 
Ye uttermost ends of the earth. 

Saved from all that hinders 
The onward march of the soul,

The petty limitations 
That lteep thee from the goal. 

Destructive thoughts and wrong 
endeavor 

Have earned their measure of pain, 
I wolt to thee, Oh Christ Within, 

And I am whole again. ~ 
-HELEN VAN SLYKE. 

* * * * * 
MEDITATION FOR WEDNESDAY, THE 26th 
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CHANGELESS TRUTH 

By CL~NCE MAYER 

Y man longs for freedom but his conception of what 
freedom may mean for him changes with experience. At 
one time it may mean the healing of disease, at another it 
may mean the acquisition of wealth, the solution of a scien, 
tine problem the perfecting of an invention or a master' 

~~~~~~piece of art, the digging of a great canal, or, fonuoth, the 
planting of a cabbage. Real freedom comes only through an understanding 
of Truth, and somewhere, somehow, the question, "What is Truth," arises 

within every human breast. Is this not strange, for within the sanctum of 
every soul lies the answer! Why then should v.--e ask: the question? Each one 
knows for himself. Since we do knml', why not act as if we knew? Every 
student of Truth, no matter how advanced, has moments of doubt and dis, 
couragement, and it is only at such times that the question can ever arise. 
Various sects and cults would make something mysterious of this Truth. The 
occultist offers signs and symbols, while others suggest keys or key,words 
which are supposed to open the doors of Truth. Religionists offer sacred 
shrines, rivers or mountains where special illuminations are supposed to be 
more easily experienced. We would deny no one the comfort which he may 
gain from such methods. Any place is sacred where man has worshipped or 
sought after his own concept of the Deity, be it a stable, a forest, Sinai's mount, 
the Pool of Siloam, a Christian shrine, the sacred Ganges or a temple of Con' 
fucius. No one who knows the law, "Be it done unto you as you believe," 
will ever doubt the sincerity of those countless cast'off crutches and written 
testimonies displayed in European shrines, or the many so-called miraculous 
cures which have been wrought at "heathen" (?) holy places. All such healings 
have undoubtedly result:;a-from a sense of freedom gained from a higher con' 
cept of Truth. 

The Great Teacher said, "Ye shall know the Truth and the Truth shall make 
you free." He knew that man was already free! No problem could be solved 
did not the solution already exist! No disease could be healed were it a 
reality! Prayer will be answered to the extent that the answer is embodied 
in the prayer. In perfection lies salvation, and our individual salvation lies 
in our own recognition and acceptance of this perfection. Man fusses and 
fumes, quarrels with his neighbors, excuses wholesale murder with the exigency 
of war, exploits his fellow,man or endeavors to help him with charity, rides 

MEDITATION FOR THURSDAY, THE 27th 
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aOOut at furious rates of speed, and after futile years spent with foibles of 
mankind, finally succumbs to the lllass thought of death. Is this the end and 
aim of life-is it indeed the end? One need not write the "ask me" column of 
one's favorite newspaper or question this or that teacher or practitioner nor 
consult various books or take the time to add up the units of one's name, occu
pation, etc., as numerologists suggest. Interesting as these things may seem, 
they are only as true as -we make them for ourselves. The real answer lies 
within our own soul. 

In the contemplation of the eternal -re:rit::ic:s, the t:rifIing incidents of life fade 
into insignificance. While most of our li'li"'eS are made up of the small things, 
we need not be sv:amped by trlUalities. This truth came upon me most 
forcibly one night while seated in the Piaz::a Colona in Rome. The square 
is named after an old column erected on that very spot over two thousand 
years ago by "heathen" Rome. There it stands unchanged except for the 
iron cross which now surmounts the column, placed there by a former pope 
when Rome was a part of the papal dominions. Thus the ages have rolled 
on-governments have arisen and disappeared-but this momument seemed 
eternal. What tales of human ambitions and tragedies it might tell! Here 
was my own generation sitting about listening to a band concert! I felt how 
much we were like ants swarming about a broomstick as I gazed up at this 
majestic column which seemed to return my gaze with indifferent serenity. 
Under its spell I could laugh at my cares, my problems and ambitions, for 
I realized their insignificance. Not far away was the Coliseum where count
less martyrs met death; how little did their suffering mean to us today! What 
will our great calamities--the recent nightmare of the world war-mean to 
the oncoming generations? If we will only take time to contemplate the In
finite and Changeless Truth, we shall find that our difficulties will begin to 
contract and soon we shall remember them no more. 

Ah, but you say, "I know that a thousand years hence I shall have forgotten 
all of these present problems, but they seem very real to me today." It is 
true we cannot dismiss an acute pain or an unpleasant situation with a mere 
wave of the hand, and we need not do so for there is a "balm in Gilead." 
The remedy is a frequent, yes a daily invoice of our seeming difficulties coupled 
with an honest endeavor to square them with the real facts of life through a 
realization of Truth. An understanding soul beautifully and powerfully has 
said, "Truth is all there is, and that which seems to be and is not, is nothing. 
With spiritual vision, time, space, distance, birth, duration, death, cause, crea
tion, effect, sickness, sin and change are all set aside, swallowed up, remem-

MEDITATION FOR FRIDAY, THE 28th 
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bered no longer in that great vision of the ALLNESS of Truth." Realizing 
this, one can understand the truth of that mighty forty-sixth Psalm which has 
romfcrted and healed a tired humanity ~-ith its vital Truth, "God is our 
refuge and strength, a .cry present help in trouble. Therefore will we not 
fear, thou.:,oh the earth be ~ and though the mountains be carried into 
the midst of the sea." 

When the chemist does not obtain a certain result with a formula which he 
has endeavored to follow, he does not sit down in dispair-he does not say 
that the law of chemical affinity is wrong and that it has failed. He simply 
knows that somehow or other he has made a mistake, and he sets about to 
correct the failure. Should we not do this with our own problems? A man 
recently said to me, "1 have persistently and earnestly studied the principles 
of metaphysics for three months or more (!) and 1 cannot see why I should 
experience this misery" (he had been suffering considerable pain and trouble). 
When adverse circu.mstances seem to enguIi us we should do what the chemist 
does when he fails with his experiment, viZ., sit down quietly and contemplate 
the Truth about the whole situation, in other words, "take time to allow the 
outer you to berome acquainted with the inner you." Let us remember, 
however, it is not mere thinking that heals, but rather, Truth itself. Though 
we can well afford to "stand porter at the door of thought," for thoughts 
are powerful, we should not forget that thinking is as much a tool of the 
spirit as is matter. The solution of our difficulties is rather a consciousness, 
a realization, a deep conviction that back of our thinking is the real Self, 
the 1 AM, the Eternal Truth which proclaims Itself without our thinking; in 
other words, the Everlasting God knowing Himself in and through us. Life 
itself is this inimitable unchanging Truth which contemplates Itself and knows 
Itself to be immovable, eternal, unperturbed; that quiet, innate sense of 
is-ness which is the real holy of holies undisturbed by human sense of pain 
or confusion. 

A meditation involving such thoughts as these can only result in a joyful 
sense of peace and power-an acquisition of courage to meet any and all 
difficulties-a realization that "now are we sons of God"-a perfect sense of 
freedom. Then we shall find our troubles vanishing into the nothingness from 
whence they came as the shadows fade with the dawn. 

MEDITATION FOR SATURDAY, THE 29th 
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BEINGNESS 

By RUTH B. TEAGUE 

~ONSCIOUSNESS is the Creator and the Thing created. If we 
would only let ourselves see this, that would be the end of much 

~ delay and much wasted effort in demonstrating. It is undoubtedly 
true that we do and can get Things via the route of expectation, declaration, 
affirmation, and visuafuation It is also undoubtedly true that sometimes the 
very intensity of our desire for the thing itself builds the barrier against its 
manifestation, and this is easy to understand when we analy-...e. Narrowing 
your satisfaction, your happiness, down to one specilic form of expression is 
enslaving your Spin':, limiting it. It is really misinterpreting the message the. 
desire has for you. All desire has a message. It is the message--direct from 
pure Spirit to Its outer manifestation ... You. . .. It is the movement of the 
Cosmic urge within you. It is Spirit seeking Its ex'pressing or out'pressing. 
So when we feel a desire for anything, we should meet it with understanding 
and resolve the Thing desired into the abstract Idea bacl{. of it and then, do 
our mental work to realize the Consciousness of the Idea. This is the most 
direct, the quickest, and the most intelligent method of demonstrating. And 
it is also the wisest, because, supposing the Thing which you desire is not 
the best vehicle to express the Idea which is asking an outlet through you, 
then, even if you get the Thing, it will not bring the satisfaction you expect. 
This is the wisdom back of the words----"Not my will, but Thine be done." 
They do not spell resignation, self, denial, a giving up of your desire; they spell 
a glorious fulfillment of it-"good measure, pressed down, and running over." 
If what you desire is the way, Spirit's needs are best fulfilled, then that exact 
Thing is sure to follow your realization of its abstract correspondence. 

Treat, to create in you, your subjective ilnd conscious mind (the whole of 
you), an actual Consciousness of Freedom, Satisfaction, Joyful Self'expression. 
Security, Abundance, Love, Peace-these are the Ideas knocking at your 
heart-"Behold! I stand at thy door and knock." Open the door wide and let 
God freely pour out His Gifts to you. Enlarge your faith to know that He 
desires much more for you than you possibly could for yourself-and is able 
to produce it, if you will but let Him-"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard. 
neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath pre' 
pared for them that love Him." The only route by which such can come to 
you is your own Consciousness. That is both the Way and the Thing, so 

(Concluded on page 36} 

MEDITATION FOR SUNDAY, THE 30th 

Peace! For I know God alo~ exiat•• 

Pages 172, 173, and 174 



FOR THE 

CHILDREN 

THIRD 

LESSON STORY 

, everything that has been made in this world has a 

shadow, as you all know,-the shadow of God. called Love. 
There is a wonderful reason for this. Even as you couldn't 
possibly-no matter how hard you tried-get away from 
yourself, so it was with God in playing His game of crea
tion. In order to m.a..k:i! all the ditferent things in this world 

He simply had to turn Himself into ereryt:bing that was made, and His really, 
truly being in all the forms that are seen is the actual cause for the presence 
of the ever friendly shadow, which is there even at times of greatest darkness, 
if the light of wisdom but be turned on so that it may be seen. 

As God stood watching the shadow of the Child form stretched on the grass 
in His beautiful garden. He said, "Now that's a strange thing. I didn't even 
have to think of creating Love, it just came into being because of what I really 
am. How like My feeling about Myself it is. Because of it, I wanted to play 
this game of Mine. It certainly is the cause of all My joy and happiness, but 
the wonderful thing to me is that Love was so strong and so marvelous that 
it has succeeded in doing by itself almost what I have done in creation, for, 
look you there, if the shadow doesn't seem to he as real as the figure I Myself 
made. Love assuredly is going to be the greatest helpmate I have. Why, 
through Love you will always be able to recogni.4C just what I have made!" 

Now there were many other uses, too, for Love. If God had but thought a 
little more about it right then, He would have recogni.4Cd it as the cause of 
all the perfection He had created; of all the beauty He had painted into all 
the flowers and the trees and into the lovely creatures of all the animal world 
that so delighted Him. Love it was that kept everything in such fine order 
throughout the entire universe, for Love, mind you, is really just another name 
for Perfection, and of course, God being nothing but perfection Himself, hadn't 
been able to make anything that wasn't perfect with which to play and so, 
now we begin to see that Love itself was really the nature of God's very own 
Being and this is why we say that "GOD IS LOVE." 

http:recogni.4C
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EXPLANATION OF LESSON STORY 

T HE third "Lesson Story" in the Child Training Series, has as its object 
the Love motif. There is no other single concept of such consummate 

value in the curriculum of scientific child training as that of Love. Aside from 
its exact coincidence vrit:b abolute Truth as understood from the metaphysical 
point of view, its unequaled e:ffectiveness as a "fear eliminator" causes it to 
be an implement of greatest nlue in guiding the unfolding soul of the little 
one, if that state of calm and expect:a.nc:y is to obtain vdrich make it the more 
susceptible to that subtle influx of creative spirit vdrich, by its presence or 
absence, makes some souls ~ and others small 

In the fable, so that the full value of Love might be grasped by the child 
mind, God is made to contemplate with awe, the marvels of this power which 
is to be considered as an effect of his own perfection, and of his own self
realization of this character to the exclusion of anything unlike it. (For God 
couldn't separate Himself from Himself but simply had to turn Himself into 
everything that was made.) The reflecting ability of the shadow (Love), show
ing what God really is or what creation really is, when pointed out clearly 
to the infant mind; i. e., when shown that if he will look Drst through eyes of 
Love,-realize the ever-presence of kindness, of beauty, of good in all he 
sees,-is a constructive measure that no careful parent should miss taking 
advantage of. Try, if possible, to get the larger concept of the meaning of 
Love implanted in the child consciousness. Help him to understand that all 
force is Love, in reality; the force that grows all plant life, that causes the 
sun to shine, that produces all sustenance, that operates in all law constituting 
its efficiency and dependability, the functioning quality in everything that 
exists, in fine the great sustaining element in the entire universe as well as 
in the child's universe. Comprehend first of all and then constantly impart by 
your own bearing towards life and by painstaking illustration to the moulding 
consciousness which it is your great privilege to contact, that Love is far more 
indeed than a mere emotional reaction. It partakes in its true sense, of more 
of the aspect of benevolence. Let us learn to search out the prevailing per
fection in everything we see and we shall be lomng,-let us be loving and 
we shall not only see more of the perfection surrounding us, but shall enjoy 
more fully the innate character of its benevolence. We should recognize that 
the reason we love those that are dearest to us is because we sense through 
greater understanding a closer bond of unity with them. Let us as early as 
possible then start cultivating in our children an equitable basis of understand
ing comprehensively adaptable to all life's situations, i.e., the presence in every
thing of nothing but Perfection and the existence therein of God's gift of 
Benevolence, ready at all times to personalize itself into what we call Love. 
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DOROTHY DOUBT'S ADVENTURES 

By ETHEL WTh"TON 

Dorothy, one Saturday morning, was helping Mother 
,,~th the dusting she found among the books on Daddy's bed, 
side table a travel bureau folder with the most beautiful col, 
ored pictures of foreign lands. There was a photograph of 
a group such as Dorothy and her parents would have made 
and they looked so happy that Dorothy ,,~ed she too might 

be going away with Daddy and Mother on a great big liner. 

At dinner that evening Dorothy recalled the picture in the folder and asked 
Daddy if he thought some day they all might go to see the big v.'Odd. Mother 
smiled at Daddy as she said, "If you want to put your interest in this new 
way of thinking to the test. why not arrange to take us on a nice trip." "You 
mean,-work for it mentallyT' asked Daddy. ~Why notT' Mother replied. "It 
is a good constructive idea. I should love it-I have always wanted to travel, 
and Dorothy is big enough IlO\W to get a lot out of it." "True, but," said 
Daddy, doubtfully shaking his head, "a trip to Europe would cost a thousand 
dollars and miracles don't happen nowadays." "Why, Daddy," Dorothy cried, 
"miracles do happen! Just think of all the wonderful ones we have seen with 
our very own eyes since Bettina came to live next door. Think of Isabel walk, 
ing now just as well as I do-and the accident that gave you all the time to 
read Bettina's books." "That's so. Well, it can't do any harm-I'll try to 
work this thing out," promised Daddy. 

Dorothy felt sure that if Daddy really went to work mentally, somehow the 
money for the trip would be found. She began to take a great interest in 
geography and Daddy, looking over her report card one day, remarked this. 
Dorothy told him that it was a pleasure now to study about all the strange 
countries across the sea, for she knew that soon she would visit them. Daddy 
gave Dorothy a long searching look as he said, "You really believe that we 
will go to Europe?" Dorothy clapped her hands joyfully as she replied, "Yes, 
Daddy, soon--soon." 

Weeks passed and Daddy continued to study Bettina's books and everything 
else about the Science of Mind that he could find. One evening Dorothy heard 
him say to Mother, "I do hope the child isn't counting on that trip abroad for 
I should hate to disappoint her, and I don't see the slightest chance of our 
going." Mother replied, "Dear, I believe that the combination of Dorothy's 
faith and your sincere endeavor to put into practice what you have learned 
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will make this trip possible." "Oh well," Daddy laughed, "if you and Dorothy 
go on like this, you will have me believing it, too." 

Next evening, just as Daddy had settled down by the reading lamp after din' 
ner, Dorothy ran to open the door, for she knew by the sound of a knock that 
Bettina was outside. Sur.:: enough there she was. "Oh, Mr. Doubt," she ex' 
claimed, her lovely ra:e radiant ,l,rith happiness, "I am just bursting with joy, 
for I have the m~""t v."C':1derful. news! Dorothy, where is your mother? She 
must hear this, too." Mrs. ~l-t appeared in the doorway and Bettina hurried 
on. "My father want.s yeu all to go v,-i.!:h m.:: to Paris to bring Mother home. 
My dear, beautiful mother is t-a~ to \E.. She has been very unhappy 
and she is just recovering from a serious illn~ r-ut they say she mIl be able 
to travel in a month. Father cannot possibly get away ju..q [!{J\\', and we have 
been trying to think of someone to send for Mother; scmeone she would love, 
and who would understand her and be kind, and I thought of you, Mrs. Doubt, 
and wondered if you would go and take Dorothy and me. But Father said 
it would need a man to look after everything, and he says if Mr. Doubt will 
resign from the bank and go with us, he will find a good place for him in one 
of his companies when we return. Oh do say you will go, all of you!" cried 
Bettina fairly dancing with joy and excitement. 

Mother looked at father and suddenly bright tears rolled down her cheeks, 
though she smiled as she said, "Well, Frank, what do you think now? Shall 
we accept this wonderful offer?" Father replied, "I admit, my dear, that I 
am almost frightened by this wonderful fulfillment of our desire." Turning to 
Bettina, he continued, "Yes, Bettina, we will gladly go with you. When do 
we start?" "Oh, thank you," cried Bettina. "Daddy would like us to sail on 
the George Washington Saturday if you could arrange to leave the bank by 
then. He gave me this check for Mrs. Doubt, because he said he knew you 
would all need to get extra things for the trip, and since you are doing us such 
a very great kindness, he wants you to have every single thing to make you 
all comfortable and happy." 

The Doubt family went to town on the 8: 19 next morning and as Daddy put 
Mother and Dorothy into a taxi, Mother said to him, "Do you suppose we are 
just having a wonderful dream, Frank? I am da~ed. It scarcely seems possible 
that it can be true that we are going to have this wonderful experience." 
Daddy laughed as he replied, "Don't worry, dear, you won't wake up. If you 
want to reassure yourself just peep at that fine big check you are going to 
spend." "I won't know how to behave," Mother said, Hit will be wonderful 
not to have to econom.i.ze." 

Saturday morning, when the big whistle on the George Washington blew and 

http:econom.i.ze
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the stewards shouted, "All ashore that are going ashore," and the band struck 
up a gay tune, Dorothy looked up at Mother. "Just think of all the wonder
ful things that have happened," she said, "since we have known Bettina!" 
"Yes, and I in my turn owe all my happiness," said Bettina, "to the dear friend 
who taught me to know the truth about things. Let us all send her a loving 
thought for it is due to her that we are here together today. Her loving kind
ness has blossomed into joy in lives of people she does not even know exist." 
"Let us really thank her by trying to be like her," said Father. "The greatest 
truth I have found in your books, Bettina, is that God is eVef)T\'.·here, in every
body and in everything and that all we need to do in order to experience more 
good, more happiness,-is to 1{now this." 

ED. NOTE.-This is the last story in the "Dorothy Doubt's Adventures" series. 
A child's book by the same author, entitled "T\'I."O Plus Two Equals Four" is 
available to readers who haye found this series interesting. 

* * • • * 

THREE PATHS TO KNOWLEDGE 
(Continued from page 6) 

Meanwhile it behooves all of us to make use of what knowledge we have 
and in this way we shall acquire more. 
To the student of Religious Science life is a constant unfolding from an In
finite Principle of being. He is not discouraged when he fails, but is happy 
where he succeeds and at all times he is gaining ground. He is doing the 
best he can with a principle which has been proven. He is on the road which 
leads to the life more abundant and will not be sidetracked but will march on 
with full assurance that "underneath are the everlasting arms, beneath are the 
girders of the Almighty." 

* * * * * 

"BEINGNESS" 
(Continued from page 31) 

stop holding your door open just a crack, for this and that small thing-fling 
it wide and invite God's fullness. Use your knowledge of the technique of 
Mind to induce this enlarged Consciousness. Remember the terms of Spirit
only the ever present f{ow, no yesterday, no tomorrow, just right f{ow, is my 
Freedom, my Security, my Abundance, Right Now is my desire fulfilled, Right 
Now is my Happiness, Joy, and Satisfaction bubbling and glowing within me. 
Right Now is there nothing but God, Good, in all of my affairs--Right Now, 
within me, is the Consciousness of Spirit. "Within my heart is All Thou Art." 
Then remember your technique-Let it Be-no effort at all to ma1{e it so. 
Loose it and let it go, this Word of yours, knowing in your heart that because 
it is the Truth, recogni4ed as the Truth, it is clothed "with the whole armour 
of God" and must fulfill itself. 
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HAT W E BELIEVE 
~~~~~~~~~I!~ 
~~~~~~~~wal~1! 

believe in God, the Living Spirit 
~~I...:A 1mig h t Y ; 0 n e, Indestructible, 

. Cause. This One manifests 
Itself in and through all creation but is not absorbed by 

Its creation. The manifest universe is the body of God; 

it is the logical and necessary outcome of the infinite 

self,knowingness of God. g I believe in the incarnation 

of the Spirit in man and that all men are incarnations 

of the One Spirit. g g I believe in the eternity, the 

immortality and the continuity of the individual soul; 

forever and ever expanding. g g I believe that the 

Kingdom of Heaven is within myself and that I experience 

this Kingdom to the degree that I become conscious of 

It. g I believe the ultimate goal of life to be a complete 

emancipation from all discord of every nature, and that 

this goal is sure to be attained by all. g I believe in the 

unity of all life, that the Highest God and the innermost 

God is one God. g g I believe that God is personal to 

all who feel this Indwelling Presence. g g I believe in 

the direct revelation of T ruth through the intuitive and 

spiritual nature of man, and that any man may become 

a revelator of Truth who lives in close contact with the 

Indwelling God. g I believe that the Universal Spirit, 

which is God, operates through a Universal Mind, which 

is the Law of God; and that I am surrounded by this 

Creative Mind which receives the direct impress of my 

thought and acts upon it. g g I believe in the healing 

of the sick through the power of this Mind. g g I believe 

in the control of conditions through the power of this 

Mind. g I believe in the Eternal Goodness, the Eternal 


Loving, Kindness and the Eternal Givingness of 

Life to all. g g I believe in my own soul, 


my own spirit and my own destiny; 

for I understand that the 


life of man is God. 
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